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Dear Reader,
Some of the content of this book is located at my online newspaper
website
www.sadderdaytimes.com

The Sadderday Times
Dedicated to letting people see the news that
The Powers That Be do not want them to see.

All the news that fits we print.

Because this book uses our Distributed Printing Method, the actual
page count is far higher than the page count of this book. Rather than
duplicate the articles in the Sadderday Times, I will refer to them.
When I have a personal comment, I’ll make the text blue. When text
is essential, I’ll make the text red.
When viewing in Acrobat Reader, we recommend you make one
small adjustment. In the View menu please select “Page display” and
then “Show cover page during two-up.” Now you can select the
View menu, then Page display and then Two up.
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The marvelous movie from The Lincoln Project: There’s Mourning
In America said it best.
The US citizens are sicker, poorer and more
frightened than at any other time in history.

You can view There’s Mourning In America at
www.sadderdaytimes.com in the movie Remember Trump?
Compared to the courageous, caring and bold Americans who
inhabited this country at the end of World War II, we are dismal
mess now.
Be kind,
Expect Miracles,
Think good thoughts,
Make Heaven on Earth,
Sherman Barry
www.shermankeene.com
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Part 1: Into The Abyss
How the hell did we fall so far? During World War II everyone did
their part, men and women alike. You could afford to buy a modest
home, a car, and to have children.

Noam Chomsky
What happened? How did
we fall into this Abyss?
Perhaps the best explainer of
America’s fall from grace is
Noam Chomsky. If you read
his book or watch his movie
Requiem For The American
Dream, you will begin to
understand.
Noam’s writing is the whole
truth and nothing but the
truth. His ability to see
things as they really are is
earth-shaking.
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https://chomsky.info

The people of the United States (and other countries too) have had
so many dirty tricks played on them that it’s getting harder and
harder to remember them all.
I believe if Noam were to review the values behind the writing of
this book he might use these words.
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The Dumbing Down Of America
Starting in 1945, the feds “took over” education. The rich wanted to
get richer so a dumbed-down population would make taking
advantage easier to do. The mantra (as told in Noam Chomsky’s
book) is, “More for me and less for everyone else.”
Want proof of dumbing down?
Here, as proof positive, is the eighth grade final exam from Bullitt
County Schools (near Louisville, KY) November, 1912
33 years before the feds took over education in
the US.

College students of today can not pass this test that was used before
the dumbing down process began.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/dumbing-down.html

Henry Ford
Henry Ford was one of the last considerate Big Bosses. He saw to it
that his employees got paid more so they could start acquiring some
wealth. What did the employees do with some of their new wealth?
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They bought homes, started families and bought a Ford motor car to
get around with.

Those days are gone forever . . .
Over a long time ago.
These days we get top bosses who rape their employees by taking
HUGE salaries with HUGE bonuses and HUGE stock gifts. The
employees are caught in an endless game of Keep The Coolies
Down. The employees of today are consumed with fear that if they
step “out of line” or show up on the boss’ RADAR that they’ll be
fired instantly.
Job Insecurity is a powerful weapon that horrid bosses of the world
today wield like a club to keep their employees in line.
Thinking of forming a union? Boom! Private jets with corporate
shock troops show up and start surveilling all the employees. Just
ask any Walmart employee whose store started thinking of
unionizing.
The federal air traffic controllers went on strike. Boom! President
Reagan had them all fired. The air traffic control system was so
badly damaged that even after all this time, it has not fully
recovered.
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Charles Ponzi
From
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Ponzi
We read
Born and raised in
Italy, Charles Ponzi
became known, in the
early 1920s, as a
swindler in North
America for his
[dishonest] moneymaking schemes. He
promised clients a
50% profit within 45
days or 100% profit
within 90 days. [He
bought] discounted
postal reply coupons
in other countries and
[then] redeemed them
at face value in the
U.S. as a form of
arbitrage1.

1

Arbitrage is the practice of taking advantage of a difference in prices in two or more
markets.
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In reality, Ponzi was paying off earlier investors
using the investments made by later investors.
This is a little like the bank’s evil scheme of
fractional banking.

While this type of fraudulent investment scheme was not originally
invented by Ponzi, dit became so identified with [his name] that it
now is referred to as a “Ponzi scheme.” His scheme ran for over a
year before it collapsed, costing his “investors” $20 million ($258
million in 2022).

JP Morgan
Before the Big Depression of
1930 J.P. Morgan quietly told
his best friends to get all their
money out of banks. Then, JP
publicly rumored that banks
were about to fail. His evil
rumor caused banks to fail.
After causing the “run on the
banks,” JP tried to make himself
out a hero by “rescuing” failing
banks (that JP caused to fail)
and competing companies (that
JP sent into bankruptcy).
Finantial Hibernation
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After crashing banks, JP
went on to even bigger
criminal activities. JP held
secret meetings behind
closed, locked doors at his
private Jekyll Island at
which he helped other evil
bankers create a central
bank for the US called The
Federal Reserve. There is nothing federal about the Federal Reserve.
It is a private company, of the bankers, by the bankers and for the
bankers. JP gave The Federal Reserve the sole right to print US
money and control US finances. The fed is an evil monster created to
make rich bankers astronomical amounts of money.
We fought a war to rid ourselves of the central
bank of England and then JP and his criminal
friends come along and created a new central
bank right inside the US.

The Curse Of Fractional Banking
Also brought into play was the horror of “fractional banking.”
In the old days, before December 23, 1913, a bank had to have ALL
its money in the bank before making loans with that money. Not
any more. Banks are now allowed to SAY they have the money they
Page 14
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loan, when, in reality, they have only 10% of that money actually in
their possession. What happens to the other 90%? Banks loan it out
as if this money were theirs! When banks are allowed to loan money
that they OWE rather than money that they HAVE, it is creating
money out of thin air.
It’s bad enough the Fed is allowed to print images on blank paper to
create worthless fiat currency out of thin air. Now banks can do this
too using fractional banking.
Here’s how fractional banking works.
1.

The Fed literally prints enough images of fake money on
blank paper to create a million dollars. Starting with blank
paper, the fiat (false) currency is created out of thin air.

2.

The Fed LOANS the million to the US government with an
immediate DEBT attached. This puts the US in debt for the
original million plus interest. That’s why fiat (fake) money is,
actually debt. At this point the US government owes the Fed
$1,000,000 plus interest.

3.

The money goes to Bank A, which, because of fractional
banking, is allowed to loan out all but 10% ($100,000) to
Bank B. So Bank A loans $900,000 to Bank B. The nine
hundred thousands dollar DEBT that Bank B now “has” just
appeared out of thin air. It appeared out of thin air because
Bank A doesn’t actually HAVE the $900,000 it loaned to Bank
B. The $900,000 is a DEBT Bank A owes the fed.

4.

Bank B receives the nine hundred thousand dollar DEBT and
is allowed to loan out all but 10% of it ($90,000) to Bank C.
Bank C receives a debt of $810,000 from Bank B. Bank C’s
“money” also has appeared out of thin air. What Bank B
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actually loaned to Bank C is a debt it has to Bank A not money
it owned.
So now Bank A is in debt to the Federal Reserve for
$1,000,000 but only has $100,000 of it left because it “loaned”
the rest to Bank B.
Bank B is in debt to Bank A for $900,000 but only has
$90,000 of it left because it “loaned” all the rest to Bank C.
Bank C is in debt to Bank B for $810,000.
On and on it goes. More and more DEBT is created as if it were
really OK to do this horrible procedure.
With only three banks playing footsie with the original million
dollars, $900,000 + $810,000 = $1,710,000 or nearly $710,000 of
additional imaginary fiat currency has been created by banks! As
they continue performing fractional banking the $710,000 DEBT
goes up and up and up.

The CFPB
The monster called The Fed gave birth to a horrible child. The new
monster is called the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Just
like the fed, the CFPB is aloof and untouchable. It has nothing to do
with Consumers or providing them Financial Protection.
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Buying Stocks On Margin
“Buying on margin” was a sly method to coax Americans to buy
stocks by purchasing “a piece” of the stock. Today this concept is
known as a “tranche”—a piece of something.
The evil bank game called “buying on margin” caused a huge
number of poor people to invest in stocks when they really could not
afford to do so. To spring the trap door, all the banks had to do was
announce a “margin call” which required margin investors to
immediately pay the FULL DOLLAR AMOUNT of the stocks they
had “purchased” on margin.
From
https://www.thoughtco.com/the-stock-market-crashof-1929-1779244
We read
[In the 1920s,] an increasing number of people
wanted to buy stocks, but not everyone had the
money to do so. When someone did not have
the money to pay the full price of stocks, they
could buy stocks “on margin.” Buying stocks on
margin means that the buyer would put down
some of his own money, but the rest he would
borrow from a broker. In the 1920s, the buyer
only had to put down 10–20% of his own
money and thus borrowed 80–90% of the cost
of the stock.
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Buying on margin could be very risky. If the
price of stock fell lower than the loan amount,
the broker would issue a “margin call,” which
means the buyer must come up with the cash to
pay back his loan immediately.
In the 1920s, many speculators (people who
hoped to make a lot of money on the stock
market) bought stocks on margin. Confident in
what seemed [like] a never-ending rise in [stock
value], many of these speculators neglected to
seriously consider the risk they were taking.
Americans could not pay back the bank loans called “margins” so
they had to sell everything they owned. Buying on margin caused
the crash of 1930 which wiped out the stock markets and every
American who “owned” stock purchased on margin.

Leaving The Gold Standard
President Nixon took us off the gold standard which suddenly made
our money backed by NOTHING. Nixon changed out money which
was backed by gold into money that was backed by NOTHING. Our
Monopoly money only has value because we think it has value.
For many months huge trucks rolled up to Fort Knox in the dead of
the night, had Fort Knox gold loaded onto them and then drove
away, in the night, heavily weighed down with the gold that
Page 18
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belonged to all Americans. No one knows where the gold was taken
or what was done with it.
In the early days, congress inspectors were able to make a surprise
visit to Fort Knox. Congress members would walk around freely
inside Fort Knox, they would pick a vault room at random and a bar
of gold from that vault at random. A tiny drilling was taken and
assayed to be sure Fort Knox was still loaded with gold and not lead
covered in gold colored paint (“gold tone”).
Years later, after the gold was stolen, congress was only allowed to
view the gold through a peep hole as Fort Knox workers selected
the “gold” bar to be checked. Big difference.
The US went from using money that was literally
as good as gold to using fake Monopoly money—
not worth anything.

Here, in photos, is a short history of the demise of the currency of
the United States.
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This is a gold certificate. Holding one of these was the same as
holding $100 of gold in your hand.

The phrase “lawful money” turned out to be a joke. This was proven
when an American sent in a $10 bill to (the private company known
as the federal reserve) and asked that it be exchanged for “lawful
money.” The federal reserve wrote back saying, “there’s no such
thing as ‘lawful money.’ ” They sent the American back two $5 bills
marked this same way. What nonsense!
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GONE! The word gold is gone from our money. Gold is gone and
lawful money is an evil joke. What a rip-off!

Today’s bills are pure Monopoly money. They are not backed by
anything real. Today’s money is not even backed by the fake “lawful
money.”
Why is today’s crypto currency so hot? It’s
because of the destruction of the value of ordinary
money. Good crypto is backed by gold.

Want more proof?

Finantial Hibernation
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In the wild west, you could buy a Colt .45 pistol for a $20 gold
piece. Today—with the price of gold so high—you can still buy an
$800 Colt .45 with a $20 gold piece.
THAT’s why we should have NEVER LEFT THE
GOLD STANDARD.

Theft Of American’s Social Security Funds
It makes my blood boil each time I hear a lying politician talk about
social security “running out of money.” Hah! Right now, today, there
should be more than 9 trillion dollars in our social security General
Fund. So? How much is really there? The amount is a closelyguarded secret. At the last honest telling (before the embarrassing
data was censored by the feds) was:

Zero dollars.
President Reagan was taught how to rip off the Social Security
General Fund and the Trust Fund by Alan Greenspan. Reagan then
harangued congress for months until they finally agreed to change
the social security laws to allow presidents to squander the citizen’s
social security money.
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From
https://www.fedsmith.com/2013/10/11/ronald-reagan-and-the-greatsocial-security-heist/
We read
With the help of Alan Greenspan, Reagan
pulled off one of the greatest frauds ever
perpetrated against the American people.”
Every president, starting with Reagan, has
removed all the money from the Social Security
funds to spend it on “funding” for their
fraudulent regimes. Each president bragged
about “not raising taxes” while at the same time
stealing their citizen’s social security money.
Social Security is not about to “go broke!” Social Security has been
robbed by greedy American presidents. There should be more than 9
trillion dollars in the General Fund and a fortune in securities in the
Trust fund.
What’s in the social security General Fund today? $0.
What’s in the social security Trust Fund today? A worthless pile of
IOUs. No securities. No stocks, no bonds. Nothing.
I just received an AARP magazine in which was an article about
Social Security. In the article it says:
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“Congress can’t raid the Social Security trust
funds. No one—not the White House or Congress
can take CASH from THE PROGRAM.

What a devious and misleading set of lies!
1.

The author DOES NOT say “take cash from Social Security!”
The author says, “take CASH from THE PROGRAM!” What
program? PBS? CBS? NBC? It’s a devious ploy to dodge
telling a HUGE LIE.

2.

The Trust Fund has nothing but worthless IOUs in it. There’s
nothing to take in the Trust Fund.

3.

The entire IRS intake of money from their illegal and
unconstitutional INCOME tax goes to make payments on the
astronomical debt America has run up by BORROWING
money from the private company called “the fed” that loans
money to the US with interest attached to every loan.

4.

The White House doesn’t steal from Social Security—the
presidents (since Reagan) do the stealing. President Reagan
made sure it was only US presidents that could steal the Social
Security money.

5.

When the presidents rape their citizen’s Social Security
money, it comes from the General Fund—not the Trust Fund.

6.

Neither the president nor anyone else needs to take CASH
from the citizen’s Social Security funds. The use of the word
CASH shows how devious and misleading this article is! The
president uses the money to fund the purchase of tanks,
bombs, guns, ammunition and nuclear weapons.
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Social Security is NOT RUNNING OUT OF MONEY. Our Social
Security money was STOLEN BY PRESIDENTS starting with
Reagan.
I attempted several calls only to discover that there is no email in the
“contact us” pages of the AARP website. Each time I called I was
handed off to a dead end phone extension. I never got to advise them
that I had read their tainted article and was unhappy that they were
publishing such lies.
In my experience, the same thing happens if you try to reach your
congressman or, dare I say it, the President? You get a dead end.
Here’s the graphic that explains it nicely.

There’s something else. Your social security card is supposed to be a
PRIVATE number for you—used ONLY for social security. Here is a
view portion of my social security card with the numbers blanked
out.
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See? For social security and tax. NOT FOR IDENTIFICATION.
So what did the feds do? They turned our private social security
numbers into German-style, prisoner nimber like the ones that were
branded onto the arms imprisoned German citizens! In today’s
world, if you try to do ANYTHING involving your identity, you
WILL BE ASKED for your social security number.

It’s an outrage.
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Bernie Madoff
Bernie Madoff ran a huge Ponzi
scheme that ripped off a large number
of wealthy people. Turning rich
people into poor people makes them
very angry. This is the plot line of the
wonderful movie Trading Places.
From
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bernie_Madoff
We read
Bernard Lawrence Madoff was an American
fraudster and financier who ran the largest
Ponzi scheme in history. [His Ponzi scheme
eventually became] worth about $64.8 billion.
He was, at one time, the chairman of the
NASDAQ stock exchange. He advanced the
proliferation of electronic trading platforms and
the concept of payment-for-order-flow, which
[came to be] described as a “legal kickbacks.”
On March 12, 2009, Madoff pleaded guilty to
11 federal felonies and admitted to turning his
wealth management business into a massive
Ponzi scheme. The Madoff investment scandal
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defrauded thousands of investors [out] of
billions of dollars.

The Securitized Sub-Prime Investment
Ponzi Scheme
Bernie wiped out the rich. The second (and greatest) depression of
2008 wiped out everybody else with the Securitized Sub-Prime
Investment Ponzi Scheme. This bank scheme was so severe that it
very nearly brought down the financial institutions of the entire
world !
This horrible scheme also brought on the added insult of the “too big
to fail” myth. When an American makes a financial mistake he has to
declare bankruptcy and becomes a pauper. When a huge corporation
makes a financial mistake, the feds bail them out because they’re
“too big to fail.” What nonsense!

How do you teach big corporations
to take huge financial risks?
By the promise of a free bailout
by the federal government.
Banks learned to make fake investment “products” by combining
sub-prime mortgages into “tranches” which they lied about by
Page 28
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calling them AAA investments. They were not AAA investments.
Bundling junk mortgages into a package does NOT turn them into
AAA mortgages! They were JUNK mortgages. Banks bundled junk
mortgages, called it a triple A investment, and sold tiny pieces of the
bundle. Each piece was called a tranche.
Just like with buying stocks “on margin,” investors
only owned a tiny portion of the huge “pot” of
dangerous sub-prime mortgages.

Banks Become Real Estate Thieves
When the feds awarded $50,000 in cash to any bank that would
foreclose on an American family causing them to be thrown out on
the street, banks rushed to “get into” real estate. That’s why
Americans could not get a mortgage modification. The banks didn’t
want more paperwork (to save the home of an American family). All
the banks wanted was the fifty grand. Banks said, “Fifty grand for
printing and mailing a few sheets of paper to a homeowner? Count
us in!”
1.

Banks received the secret slush fund $50,000 from the feds

2.

Banks refused to provide a mortgage modification that would
have saved the American’s home

3.

Banks foreclosed (seized) the American’s home and other
property
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4.

Banks put the stolen home into the real estate market as
though they were trained real estate agents (which they were
NOT)

5.

Banks sold the stolen American’s homes and kept the money.

To make things easy for themselves, the banks became real estate
agents and brokers. Now, they not only received the huge profit they
made by selling a stolen home (that had already been partly paid for
by the homeowner they threw out) but they got the agent and
broker’s fees too.
Even home inspectors and appraisers were taken over by the guilty,
greedy banks. You could still get a license to be a home inspector or
appraiser but you had to wade through a mountain of paperwork and
get expensive bonds – OR – you could just work for a bank and skip
all the paperwork and the expense of getting bonded. Let’s see . . .
Let met think . . .

Wells Fargo Finally Gets Busted
Wells Fargo was caught by the generally-useless CFPB—Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau.
The CFPB is part of the Federal Reserve and just like the Federal
Reserve, the CFPB is a private company. The Federal Reserve is
about as “federal” as the Federal Express shipping company. “The
Fed” was snuck into existence one Christmas eve when president
Page 30
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Woodrow Wilson (whose victory was due to the backing of the
banks) approved it while congress was home enjoying Christmas
with their families.
A long time ago I had good credit. Then came the Second
(and biggest) Depression Of 2008.
1.

My mom passed away. We had a checking account
set up in both our names. The banks secretly put
black marks all over my credit when my mom failed
to answer letters from Bank Of America. I
contacted the bank and explained that my mom
was not answering their letters because she was
dead !

2.

Meanwhile, due to Shailesh Mehta’s dreadful
invention of UNIVERSAL DEFAULT, all MY
financial records received the Bank Of America
black marks that my mom caused.

3.

My bank attempted to rip me off. When I
confronted them they were forced to admit that
they had lost my records. All the time they
insisted that I had unpaid bills with them, they
had BEEN GUESSING because they had no
records of what they were claiming.

4.

The company where I worked lost its customers.

5.

I lost my job.
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6.

I lost my house.

7.

I lost my good credit.

We fought the Revolutionary War to rid ourselves of the Central
Bank Of England only to have sneaky bankers cook us up a
replacement central bank inside the US by holding secret meeting at
JP Morgan’s private Jekyll Island.
As part of the Federal Reserve (a private company that gave itself
the power to print money and completely control America’s financial
system) the CFPB employees pay themselves the highest salaries of
any government workers. Even their name is a joke!
C
F
P
B

The CFPB does nothing for consumers
The CFPB does not help with financial matters where
consumers are involved
The CFPB does not protect anyone, especially not consumers
Bureau is true enough.

This useless bureau should really be called

The
Banks And Banker’s
Protection Bureau

One of the protections the BBPB does not need to provide is that of
protecting executive bankers from arrest and imprisonment.
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Were you aware of the un-written rule that
executive bankers are NEVER arrested for their
crimes?

So the Wells Fargo executive bankers commanded that their
employees begin to start up un-requested checking accounts and
credit card accounts without the permission or knowledge of their
customers. The bank’s customers started receiving:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checking accounts
Debit cards and
Credit cards
Late fees
Overdraft fees
Service charges

for accounts that the customers didn’t want, didn’t need and never
opened.
The CFPB did what they always do: almost nothing. They imposed a
tiny fine on Wells Fargo leaving the bank to pocket all the illegal
earnings they made.
Did the criminal executive bankers go to jail?
No.
Did the bank’s employees (who only did what they were told to do
by the executive bankers) go to jail?
Yes.
Finantial Hibernation
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The Second And Biggest Depression Of
2008
In 2008, America was attacked by banks, again. This time,
Americans lost their:
•
•
•
•
•
•

homes
good credit ratings
credit cards
cars, boats and airplanes
self-esteem
confidence.

Americans moved their families into:
• Tents in vacant lots
• Tarps thrown over downtown parking meters
• Their parents basements. This, of course, meant moving from
a spacious home of their own into a few cold, damp basement
rooms.
The children had to leave their schools and all
their friends behind when their parents had to
move. For the children, what the banks did was a
catastrophe.
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• Refrigerator boxes placed under freeway overpasses. The
boxes were fastened together and doorways were cut to allow
crawling from box to box. Banks turned once-proud
Americans into rodents, scurrying from place to place, hiding
in junk and struggling to eat and keep warm.
America was turned into a “third world country.” With no credit,
Americans were under house arrest. They could no longer:
•
•
•
•

take an airline flight
rent a car
get a room in a hotel or motel
take the risk of asking for a better job or better pay

When the banks got through with us, we found
ourselves under house arrest. We could not go
anywhere. We were forced to stay right where we
were. We could not go forward and we could not
go back.

Then Big Pharma brought on what Jody Mikovitz calls The Plague
Of Corruption.
Homeless, broke and sick. What will they think of next?
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NAFTA
Ross Perot hired one lawyer to read each chapter of the NAFTA
document. When he found out what it contained he was appalled.
Ross used to say, “You know that giant sucking sound you hear?
That is the sound of YOUR jobs going overseas and they won’t be
coming back!”
Ross wanted to know why a “free” trade agreement had to be
developed behind closed, locked doors.
Ross was a rebel and a clear thinker. He tried to warn us. Sadly, the
population of the US was so dumbed down by that time that nobody
“got” what Ross was talking about. As proven by The Cult Of
Trump, most Americans STILL have not recovered their ability to
think for themselves.
Ross died in July of 2019. He’s having the last laugh now, though,
because everything he warned us about has come true

Globalization And Off-Shoring
“Globalization” was a real crowd pleaser. Now Americans were put
in competition with Chinese prison laborers who made cheap, nonworking imitations of the quality products Americans once made.
The Chinese replacements didn’t fit, didn’t work and didn’t last.
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American’s pay was leveled against Chinese prison laborers who
earned 15¢ a week.
American factories closed down.
From
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/tax-law/b/
federaltaxation/posts/ge-and-the-57-000-page-tax-return
We read
GE and the 57,000 Page Tax Return
Is it a new horror film? Not exactly.
In a November 28 letter to IRS Commissioner
Douglas Shulman, Congressman Frank Wolf, a
Republican from Virginia, wants to know how
many hours IRS employees spent reviewing
General Electric's massive 2010 tax return and
what it cost the taxpayers.
Wolf says that, according to an article on the
Weekly Standard's website, if printed out, GE’s
2010 electronic tax filing “would be the
equivalent to 57,000 printed pages.” If those
pages were stacked, they would stand more than
19 feet tall - 19 feet! (Now that’s a monster if
ever I've heard of one.)
According to Wolf, “A return of this magnitude
was clearly necessary to take advantage of
Finantial Hibernation
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every loophole and earmark in the tax code to
avoid paying federal taxes.” (May I note that
“every loophole and earmark” in the tax code
was put there by the United States Congress.)
General Electric filed a 57,000 page tax return and paid NO TAXES.
The H1-B visa rip off was a great help to greedy American bosses.
The H1-B visas allowed Chinese and East Indian PhDs to come to
America to work for 1/20th. of the pay the American worker would
have received.
What did the American PhD graduates get stuck with? An
astronomical life-altering mountain of student loans and no job.
They got their degrees but all the jobs were filled with cheap PhDs
using their H1-B visas.
People were made helpless. They could not demand a living wage or
a union because they were deathly afraid they’d be fired.
The saying that employees used was, “Keep your
head down and stay out of the boss’ RADAR.

I tried to get some cowardly employees at UL (Underwriter
Laboratories) to give me an author’s permission to use material they
had ALREADY put on their website. The UL employees were
terrified to show up in the boss’ RADAR (and lose their jobs) and so
they never gave me the permission I needed.
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The US is not
the greatest country in the world
any more.

The Cult Of Trump
What an idiot!
Donald looked like a fool during the televised debates. Always
sneaking up behind Hillary (when it was her turn to speak) so Trump
could stay on-camera, stupidly shaking his head, frowning and
grimacing at everything Hillary said. What a clown! He was giving
himself away as an idiot right from the start. What Trump was doing
was exposing his stupidity. At that time we did not yet know Trump
can not read, write, speak English or walk properly. He does not
have even the most ordinary skills—like how to collapse an
umbrella. He is not aware of himself as evidenced by his walking up
the ramp to Air Force One with toilet paper stuck to his shoe.
• He sold access to our pristine public lands
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• He toyed
around with
building a wall
to keep
Mexicans
from coming
north. He said
Mexico would
pay for
building the
wall. He lied
(again). Meanwhile, he stole money from the military and
gave it to his Republican friends who he made sure got the
plum contract to build the incomplete, stupid and useless wall.
Trump is a joke and his wall is a joke too. The wall never got
built, it cost $27 million a mile, a strong wind blows it down,
it’s already falling apart, and Mexicans can scale the wall
using a $5 home made ladder.
• He cheated and lied to authorities when he jacked up the value
of his properties to get loans and then lowered them again to
avoid paying taxes. Anyone else would be in jail already.
• He delayed fighting the Covid pandemic for so long that he
became personally responsible for the death of more than
600,000 Americans. Trump called it Kung Flu. Trump caught
Covid and then forced secret service officers to get infected by
riding around with the unmasked Trump in a limo for a
(literally) sick photo opportunity. When he got back to the
White House, Trump was literally gasping for air.
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• Trump hosted several Super Spreader presentations at the
White House: no precautions, no masks, no intelligence.
• Speaking to some astonished reporters, Trump called himself
The Chosen One.
• Trump had police push people away from a church so he could
grab a photo opportunity as he held a Holy Bible upside down
while looking stupid for the camera.
• There are video tapes of Trump cavorting with naked Russian
hookers who peed on Trump and the bed. This is while he was
married to Melania. Putin has the videotapes of Trump.
Because of these tapes, Putin has absolute control over Trump.
Many people believe that Putin is invading a peaceful country
(Ukraine) partly because of the constant incorrect input he gets
from the idiot Trump.
• Trump bragged about abusing women—about grabbing them
by their genitals.
• Trump had unprotected sex with X-rated movie star Stormy
Daniels while he was married to Melania. She spanked him
and later called him Tiny.
• Trump called global warming a Chinese Hoaxsssss.
• Trump said chemtrails did not exist.
• Trump wanted to drop nuclear bombs into hurricanes that were
at sea. That way they could bring nuclear fallout and
radioactive rain to the east coast of the US when they made
landfall. Brilliant!
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• Trump bragged to an audience of real estate agents that he was
proud of himself for NEVER paying real estate agents their
commissions. What an idiot!
• Trump admitted a serial rapist to the Supreme Court (to pass
judgement on normal people).
• Trump admitted a brainwashed female religious slave to the
Supreme Court (to pass judgement on normal people) even
though she MUST do everything her deranged husband tells
her to do. If she does not, according to her bizarre religion, she
will go into permanent limbo when she dies instead of joining
her husband on his luxurious private planet.
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Part 2: Hibernating
The super rich have a plan. The ordinary people do not.
The super rich want the “worker bees” to make money for them (the
rich get richer and the poor get poorer). They want to pass too-late
too-slow NASA perfect interplanetary space travel. They want to
ride the rockets (that the worker bees made for them) to Mars.
They want to
terraform mars to be
inhabitable, perhaps
by introducing plants
(like Carl Sagan’s
idea of using ice
plant) that will, after a
long time, generate a
new atmosphere.
Then, they can set
about wrecking Mars
the way they wrecked
Earth. With no
dinosaurs there won’t
be any oil so the
super rich martians
will finally be forced
to use clean energy.
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OK so what if:
• Your job is gone as a result of The Second (and worst) Great
Depression of 2008
• Your health is in jeopardy because Big Pharma released what
whistle-blower and savant Judy Mikovitz called A Plague Of
Corruption: Covid 19
• You drive an old(er), possibly unreliable car
• You lost your home and your credit rating due to the
Securitized Sub-Prime Mortgage-Backed Ponzi Scheme
brought to us by greedy banks
• Now, you have no credit card so you can’t rent a car, rent a
room, take a flight
You’re stuck—just as though you had been put
under house arrest. You are being forced to
hibernate. What the bleep can we do?

The airlines are in on the greed game big time. Now, they want to
give you a choice of either:
• giving them your credit card number so they can charge you
whatever they want whenever they want,
• make you agree to in-depth spying of your civil and financial
history (so they can “approve” you for flying)
–OR–
• enduring an invasive strip-search process (including feeling up
your genitals) every time you try to take a flight somewhere.
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They charge a small fortune for each
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

checked suitcase you take with you.
carry-on bags
vitamins they find during their strip search
pens in your pocket
laptop computers
cell phones
computer tablets.
If a mom is “caught” carrying her own breast milk with her for
her carry-on baby, she is forced to drink some of it to prove it
is not an explosive or a poison.

By doing these horrid things,
Airlines are making a BIG contribution to keeping
the coolies down—forcing Americans to stay
home.

Why are airlines doing this?
• To help The Powers That Be keep people from traveling and
finding out more about what’s being done to them AND
• to make lots of money with their new fees, fines, penalties and
service charges.
Airlines are playing along with the ongoing myth that foreigners
who could not even fly a 2 passenger Cessna airplane somehow took
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command of airliners and intentionally flew them into buildings on
911. They want us to believe that idiots could pull off flight
manuvers that even highly-trained and seasoned airline pilots would
have trouble performing.
All the experts have agreed: the official 911 story is a lie. The
buildings were destroyed by military-grade super nano thermite
explosives. This is called a false flag event where rulers destroy
important buildings while claiming that foreigners did the crime. It
started with Hitler. False flag attacks (the feds attacking their own
country) is still going on today. The rulers do this to deprive their
citizens of their guns or their rights. Americans already gave up most
of their rights. Next will be their guns. Then, democide (death by
government) will be free to kill Americans en masse.
Airline companies guilty of two HUGE crimes.
1.

Perpetuating the lie of 911 so they can help The Powers That
Be keep people from moving around—helping the feds keep
people from figuring out what’s going on—the crimes being
committed against We The People.

2.

Eliminating fresh air on flights. Instead of bringing in fresh
air, heating it, and sending it through the cabin once, now the
airlines recirculate the same are over and over for the entire
flight. If JUST ONE PERSON on the plane has Covid 19,
tuberculosis or some other airborne disease, after one flight
hundreds of people are now infected. When the hundreds of
people continue on their connecting flights, hundreds more
will be infected.
Airline companies have made the entire planet sick! Watch
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this prophetic2 old movie.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/avoid-plague.html

So . . .
To the best of my ability, here are my ideas for
what you can do while being forced to “shelter in
place” also known as hibernating or treading
water.

Read
Go to your library, get a library card if you don’t have one already
and check out some books. Set aside a certain time each day when
you sit and read the books you checked out.
If you’re lucky enough to have an Internet connection and a
computer, get the program called Calibre at
https://calibre-ebook.com/
Here’s what’s on the opening screen.

2

Accurately predicting what will happen in the future. Example: "His warnings proved
prophetic."
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Once you download and install Calibre, click this button
and start searching. I recommend only downloading PDF books
because they have the original graphics in them.

Calibre will do your search at lightning speed and bring you a wealth
of books to consider.
After just a little searching and downloading, perhaps your Calibre
screen will look like this.
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Since I generally only select PDF books, some of the pages look like
the one that follows.
The artists who illustrated these scanned (PDF) books are
remarkable. To have The Emerald City Of OZ without its
illustrations would be missing a lot.
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Calibre is a literary masterpiece because it finds, downloads and
maintains your libraryalmost effort free.

Go To School
Most school systems will let adults “audit” a class. You’re not really
in class as a student, you’re just listening in.
The plandemic may interfere, but it’s possible you can use a library’s
computer (and a set of headphones) to go to class. Same with
lectures. Most universities like to “show off” their professors and
monthly lectures. When I lived in LA I would never miss driving to
the end of the Pasadena Freeway to attend the Pasadena Institute Of
Technology free lecture.
Not only will you learn a great deal, you will meet other curious
hibernaters who you will be sure to speak with.
If the school you will “attend” offers a series of astronomy classes I
recommend you TAKE THEM ALL. Want to reduce the impact of
living in a culture that seems to have gone mad? Study astronomy.
Remember the words of Carl Sagan in his masterpiece, Cosmos:

There are more stars in the Universe than grains of
sand at all the beaches of planet Earth.
Also
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If life on Earth is all there is, it would be a pretty big
waste of Space.
Here’s a short excerpt from my book In Search Of ET Jesus.
What we know is based on measurements of portions of the
sky and then we use extrapolation 3 from there. Using this
method, we now believe that there are about 100 billion
(100E9) [that’s the number 100 raised to the power
1,000,000,000 stars which make 100,000,000,000
in just our Milky Way galaxy alone. Then, of course there are
the countless other galaxies in the Universe! Good luck
counting all those. Let’s see here . . . one, two, three, four . . .
(telephone call) ooops lost count, one, two, three . . .
There are up to 10 trillion (10E12) other galaxies around the
universe. Using the big number calculator we multiply
100E9
(100,000,000,000)
by
10E12
(10,000,000,000,000)
To come up with ten Sextillion stars (10E21)
(10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000)
About 7.6% percent of those stars are class G stars (like our
Sun). 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 x .076 = 760E9
760,000,000,000 class G stars.
To project, extend, or expand (known data or experience) into an area not
known or experienced so as to arrive at a usually conjectural knowledge of
the unknown area
3
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From our best analyses, we estimate that almost all class G
stars have at least one planet. Based on the Kepler orbiting
telescope observations, it is now estimated that a quarter of
the G stars
760,000,000,000 ÷ 4 = 190,000,000,000 (190E9) stars have at
least one rocky planet similar in size to the Earth where the
planets are in the habitable zone (not too close or too far from
their Sun).
If only a quarter of these habitable planets have intelligent
life, that would mean there might be
190,000,000,000 ÷ 4 =
47,500,000,000
(47.5E9)
civilizations in the universe.
If a quarter of these
47,500,000,000 ÷ 4 =
11,875,000,000
(11.875E9)
have evolved to have beings who reason and have language
(with which to develop ideas) that would mean there might be
this many types of religious beliefs in the universe.
If only a quarter of these avoid blowing themselves up with
atomic or other advanced weaponry, that would still leave
11,875,000,000 ÷ 4 =
2,968,750,000
(2.968,750E9)
advanced civilizations in the universe.
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2 Billion 968 Million!
That’s just a few paragraphs of astronomy. Can you imagine the
brain-improving effect of take a whole course? Your school may
even have a modest telescope and have it hooked up to a big screen
monitor.

Volunteer
Take my word for it. Caring, helpful, sincere Americans have NOT
all been stamped out. Not yet. There are still a lot of really highquality people who care deeply and want to do something about
helping. You can meet ‘em too. Just show up at (for example) the
local Food Bank and get a weekly schedule. Want to brighten your
day and lift yourself out of the doldrums? Visit on the scheduled
days. Volunteer! Mostly it goes like this.
1.

The visitors queue their cars up in a lot or walk in

2.

They (are you helping too?) drive into the food bank dispersal
area one or two at a time and open their trunks

3.

The workers check the visitor’s ID and fill the the car trunk
with lots of nutritious groceries.
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Work Out
Take an old broom stick and tape it to 2 screw-top plastic water
bottles. Lie on the floor and do presses. Hold the broom stick at
arm’s length and do curls. Lift the stick over your head too do lifts.
Put the stick behind your head on your shoulders, bend your left leg
and lunge forward with your right leg behind you to do lunges. Bend
both knees with or without the broom stick and do some squats. Take
long walks. Find a tree limb and do some pull-ups. Ride your bicycle
to the store and to get the mail, if possible.
In the simplest terms, working out does this.
• Makes your bones bigger and stronger. Your bones grow even
faster than you muscles! Osteoporosis? Not if you lift weights
every other day. Make it odd days and say, “It’s odd when I
work out.”
• Adjust your weight (by partially-filling your water bottles) so
that you can do 3 sets of 12 reps if you want sleek, endurance
type muscles. At the 12th. Rep of set 3, your muscles should
be reaching exhaustion.
• Adjust your weight up and do 3 sets of 6 reps if you want big
bulging sprint muscles. At the 12th. Rep of set 3, your muscles
should be reaching exhaustion.

The joke went, “She had everything a man could possibly
want! Bulging muscles, a fine mustache . . . everything!
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Become A Chef
What? Learn to cook? You bet. The saying

The fastest way to a man’s heart is through his stomach
goes both ways!
Use Calibre to download some cooking book. Read recipes until you
find one that you like and make that dish!
You can make things up yourself too. If you think it might be good it
almost always will be good.
If you don’t have one, save up and get a small combination rice
cooker with a vegetable steaming tray about the rice cooker. Make
rice and veggies. They are really GOOD for you.
Figure on preparation time of 90 minutes.
1.

Put 1 cup of brown rice into a small colander with that has
tiny water drain holds (for rinsing rice).

2.

Pour water over the rice, moving the water around the
colander.

3.

Use non-stick spray on your rice cooking bowl.

4.

Pour in the rice.

5.

Add water until the measurement on the rice cooking bowl
shows 3 cups of water.

6.

Plug in the cooker and start it up. Start a 45 minute countdown timer.
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7.

Cut up somee brussel’s sprouts an put ‘em into the rice
cooking water.

8.

Add some olive oil to the ware.

9.

While the rice cooks, cut up some veggies into bite-sized
chunks. As you cut them up toss ‘em into the veggie steamer
basket sitting near the rice cooker.

10. When the timer goes off, remove the rice cooker lid, put on
the full veggie basket, sprinkle with salt and pepper and pour
on some olive oil (which adds to the olive oil which is in the
water that is cooking the rice and Brussels sprouts).
11. Put the lid back on and wait until the rice cooker does its
automatic shut off.
If the veggies turn out too crunchy, set the timer to 35 minutes next
time. If the veggies turn out mushy, set the timer to 55 minutes.
The cooking times are as follows.
• 5 minutes to rinse the rice and no stick spray the rice cooking
pot
• 45 minutes for the Brussel sprouts and rice. Add the veggie
basket.
• 40 minutes more for the veggies to cook (and the rice cooker
switch snaps off)
The rice cooker sets the shut off time by sensing when the water is
all gone. This timing is set by the amount of water and the heat or
power of your particular cooker. The only thing that can be adjusted
is the time delay after turning on the rice cooker to the time when
you put the veggie basket into the cooker.
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Do not lift the cover. This will let valuable steam out of
the cooker.
When the rice timer switch clicks off, dinner is ready.
Enjoy the steamed rice and veggies!

Write A Book
Get an inexpensive micro cassette recorder and some 60 minute
micro cassettes. Think deeply about each chapter and make
“speaking points” notes.
When you’re ready, one by one, take the speaking notes and dictate
your chapter into the micro cassette recorder.
Visit a local high school and ask the counselor if they allow students
to perform work “on the side.” If yes, ask the counselor to find a fast
typist for you.
When all the chapter are recorded on well-marked cassettes (chapter
1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, etc.) take the shoe box of cassettes to the high
school and give the cassettes and player to the student. Have the
book entered using the common Word software program.
If you know any willing artists (or art students) ask if they would
draw some illustrations for your book. If not, find illustrations and
photographic material by searching the web. Be sure to use
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www.startpage.com
as is recommended by Edward Snowden because of the huge amount
of spying that takes place with all the more famous search engines.
What you search for in Start Page remains private.
In no time you’ll have a set of Word files that ARE your book with
illustration or graphics (if you want them) included in the Word files.
Just edit the chapters (or have them edited) and then shop your book
around.

Be A Big Brother or Sister
Contact Big Brothers / Big Sisters at
https://www.bbbs.org
Our one-to-one mentoring relationships support
the critical social and emotional development
needed to help build resilience and promote the
mental health and well-being of thousands of
children we serve across America. Now more
than ever, Big Brothers Big Sisters agencies
across the country are stepping up to find
innovative ways to serve our communities.
Sign up and start helping a young man or woman in their long,
complicated journey of growing up.
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Get Outdoors!
Put down your Game Boy and go outside. From the song A Different
World we hear the words
No video games and no satellite
All we had were friends and they were outside,
playin’ outside
Drastic changes are being made to our planet. Go outside and sit on
a park bench. Say hello to people who pass by. Look up! See the
high-flying airplanes spraying poison chemicals? These are NOT
harmless contrails. If they’re longer than 2 inches (at arm’s length)
they are deadly chemtrails. Become an Anti Chemtrail Activist. Let
your voice be heard.
Did you ever give your permission for our
government to spray poison chemicals on you
every day? I know I did not.

The chemicals in chemtrails include aluminum. Aluminum prevents
trees from performing water uptake. This dries the trees out and
turns them into super flammable torches. That’s why uncontrollable
wildfires are taking place world-wide.
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Learn A Language
Learning music and how to play an instrument makes your brain
grow. It makes you smarter.
It’s the same with music. Learning to play an instrument and
learning to read music makes you smarter.
That is why it is so catastrophic that languages (and music) have
stopped being taught in schools.
If you live near Mexico, learn Spanish. If not, learn your favorite
language.
It is said that Einstein had to wait until the visit of a Germanspeaking colleague before he could really talk about what he was
working on. The English language was just too weak to carry his
ideas to another person.
A beautiful girl I knew long ago had smart parents. They both spoke
two languages besides English. They hired a maid being sure that the
maid spoke yet another language, in this case Spanish. Each day of
the week, the parents would allow only one language to be spoken in
the house.
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English
French
Dutch
German
Japanese
Spanish
That’s six languages right there.
To get a plum job, all the girl had to do was visit a port city (she
visited New York) walk into a big trading company and tell a boss
that she spoke six languages. The boss exclaims, “Oh my God. Do
you happen to speak Dutch?” “Yes I do.” The boss hands the
telephone to the girl who proceeds to have a happy and lively
conversation with a trader in Holland, translating English to Dutch
and Dutch to English with ease.
When I was visiting Montana one day, two German-speaking friends
of my sweetheart began yelling at each other in German. I raised my
hands and yelled, “Wait a minute! What are you two yelling about?”
The laughed and said, “We’re practicing our German by insulting
each other.” German, it turns out, is the perfect language for hurling
insults or speaking angry words. I tried speaking the only German I
knew (from the movie The Rocketeer which (phonetically) was,
“ACH do lieber! Vas is loss mit de ruder?” I thought this meant
“what is wrong with the rudder?” The two German speakers laughed
and laughed and then told me that what I had just said was, “What’s
wrong with the loose woman?”
My dad, William, studied German until he became fluent in the
language. He rarely spoke German at home, but when he did it
sounded like The Real Thing. Perhaps learning a difficult language
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like German is what gave him his abiding love of language and
words. Every Sunday, without fail, he would devour the New York
Times crossword puzzle. He wouldn’t stop working on it until he
finished it.
He was filled with word games and sayings. Here’s one about Abe
(called Abee).
A B C D Golfish?
L M N O Golfish.
O S A R. C M?
Abee see the goldfish?
Hell them ani’t no goldfish.
Oh yes they are. See ‘em?
And another while ordering breakfast at a diner.
F U N E M?
S E F M.
F U N E X?
S E F X.
OK M N X.
Have you any ham?
Yes we have ham.
Have you any eggs?
Yes we have eggs.
OK! Ham and eggs.
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I studied French for four years. One year in private school
(Campbell Hall on Laurel Canyon in LA) and three years at
Hollywood High (North Highland Avenue and West Sunset
Boulevard). The teacher at Hollywood High would allow ONLY
French to be spoken in his classroom. If we got stuck we could look
at him and say one word. He would tell us the word in French so we
could continue. After four years of French the students were reading
books like The Stranger by Albert Camus. After each summer break,
the teacher would pull down a map of France and tell us of his
travels around the country—all in French.
The prettiest sentence I think I ever learned in French was from
working with Judy Henske and Jerry Yester. Early on, I was their
sound engineer. Here’s what Judy recorded at the beginning of the
song Le Soleil: “Devant la bibliothèque, les arbres sont grands.”
In front of the library the trees are big.
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Part 3: A Way Back
When evil and criminal “leaders” are left alone with too much power
for too long, they create a mean, crooked, evil, dishonest civilization
for the rest of us to live in.

How Power Is Seized
There are five primary ways power is seized.
1.

A false flag “attack.” The foreigners who were supposed to fly
airliners into two of the three World Trade Center building
(that were demolished with military grade super nano thermite
explosives) could not fly even a tiny single engine plane!
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2.

The feds used this false flag attack to start 24 hour a day
spying on . . .
phone calls,
emails,
texts,
computer cameras,
computer microphones,
voice actuated radios,
Windows 10,
Skype,
Zoom
and the dreaded Ring doorbell system
. . . causing Americans to lose all their Constitutional rights
protecting them from Illegal Search and Seizure.
SOLUTION: Have an independent voting body investigate
each attack to determine if it was a false flag attack.

3.

Individuals and agencies just pretend they have a new power.
Then they wait. If no one puts up a substantial fight (or if the
objectors lose their court battles over the new power) the
power is seized making it a new permanent power.
The IRS used to have to get a court order to do their “bad
stuff.” Before they could seize your salary, home, cars, boats
and airplanes they had to get a judge to sign off. Today, just
like warrant-less spying, the IRS can do all their bad stuff
without a court’s permission. Worse than that, the newly-hired
foreign-born IRS employees who do the most harmful IRS
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punishments to Americans can barely speak English yet. A
non-American is allowed to wield enormous power and
allowed to do harm to Americans!
Zero Tolerance is such a power. The son borrows dad’s
Porsche. The son picks up some friends. One of the friends
has a marijuana cigarette in his pocket. The police engage in
profiling and pull the Porsche filled with teenagers over. The
police find the marijuana cigarette that the driver didn’t even
know about. BINGO! The police arrest all the children and
steal the dad’s car. They either use the Porsche in police work,
drive it too fast and wreck it, or sell it and keep the money. We
The People didn’t object loudly enough and for long enough
so now this anti-American policy as been made into law.
In Miami, you don’t want to have the fastest cigarette boat in
Biscayne Bay. The DEA will see it and pull it over claiming it
is “leaking oil.” You look back along your wake and see NO
OIL. They handcuff the boat’s passengers, make them stand
up on deck while they go below to “search.” They come out
with a baggie of cocaine (that they brought with them) and
claim they “found it” on the boat. BINGO! THEY arrest the
boat’s owner and his guests and seize the boat.
SOLUTION: Allow no law to stand which was not voted for
by We The People. Any law that is unconstitutional must be
removed.
4.

The group seizing power holds a LONG series of public
meetings. At first the entire town shows up to protest the
corrupt policy being proposed. We The People are animated,
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loud and vocal. They vote against the new policy. At the
second meeting, only half the town shows up. They vote the
policy down again. At the third meeting only three people
show up. The measure goes into effect.
I watched this process when offshore oil wells were being
proposed to the people of Santa Barbara. Big Oil kept
proposing and holding public meetings. When the attendance
got small enough, the proposal was passed.
SOLUTION: If the profit motive is involved, make the
profiting party take out ONE first page advertisement
announcing the ONE AND ONLY voting location to allow or
disallow the proposal. Only one vote is allowed. It’s results
are FINAL Big Pharma and Big Oil are no longer allowed to
hold vote after vote after vote until attendance dwindles and
their measure passes.
ENOUGH!
5.

Foment an insurrection. Trump gave it a good shot but failed.
Even after being voted out, he kept on trying to stage a coup.
He is still trying to stage a coup. Besides being unable to read,
write or speak English, he has demonstrated over and over and
over that he is an evil, lying, scheming untrustworthy idiot.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/the-brink.html

6.
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Enshrine a new power by getting congress to approve it. Bush
wanted to get congress to enshrine the illegal federal spying
program known as Thin Thread so that he could “give it” to
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Obama. He pushed congress until they voted to approve
warrant-less 24 hour a day spying on every American.
Obama campaigned on “no more spying.” Obama lied. Obama
gladly “inherited” Thin Thread from Bush and went right on
performing illegal spying on Americans.
The Donald was in the White House for a mere 4 years. While in
office, he made a huge mess—so huge it will take much more than
four years to un-do what he has done.
Here, then, is my best effort to name reparations that I think should
be made to our planet and out country.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/the-brink.html

How A Country’s Power Is Seized
A very courageous lady in Yugoslavia, having observed first-hand
how the power elites slowly took over her country, set out the stepby-step game plan for us. Her essay is a video and I have taken notes
and written down her speaking points in The Sadderday Times. Here
is the link.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/power-elite.html
The point is that the same exact technique used to take over the
country of Yugoslavia is now being used in the United States. Reader
beware.
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To Do List For The Earth
1.

Stop Big Pharma.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/covid.html
https://sadderdaytimes.com/big-pharma.html

2.

At least begin to un-do the mess that Trump made.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/the-brink.html

3.

End chemtrails. Trying to use global dimming to cover up the
destruction of the ozone layer by using fossil fuels does not
work. The chemicals used are killing the planet. Want to get
some idea of how far chemtrails have come since 1960 when
they began? Visit this web page.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/chemtrails.html
No one I know gave the feds permission to spray poison
chemicals on them every day. Since the chemtrails program is
shrouded in dark mystery, we have no idea on a daily basis
WHAT they rare spraying. Are they spraying tuberculosis?
Are they spraying Covid 19? Not one person I know has any
idea what is being sprayed.
Part of the cocktail in the illegal sprays the feds are using is
aluminum. This chemical stops trees from performing water
uptake. The trees dry out and become desiccated, weakened
and almost explosively flammable. Know why there are raging
fires all around the world? It’s from the aluminum in
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chentrails.
We have to STOP CHEMTRAILS! The burning of fossil fuels
has ruined the ozone layer. That damage is done and over.
Now we have poison UV rays reaching the surface of the
Earth. Spraying poison in the upper atmosphere will not save
us from UV rays or from The Climate Disaster.
STOP CHEMTRAILS NOW.
4.

End HAARP (High Altitude Auroral Research Project.
Beaming millions of watts of radio energy to react with metal
particles in the chemtrail mixture is inhuman.
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Stop using weather as a weapon.
HAARP was used to halt a hurricane over Houston for FOUR
DAYS. This destroyed homes, cars and lives. Using HAARP
is wrong. In history, no hurricane has ever put in park for four
days, while it wreaked havoc on the city below. The people
responsible for this horror should be put in jail and left there.
In the past, hurricanes always come ashore and immediately
turn right and head northeast. As they move inland, friction
with the ground slows the hurricane down until the hurricane
finally dissipates.
5.

End the use of gas and oil for making plastic.
Big Oil lied to us about recycling for decades while they
proceeded to make billions on plastic made from oil and gas.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/plastic-lie.html
Since Big Oil made their new plastic product money by lying
to the public, Big Oil should make amends by cleaning up all
the plastic dumps they created. Any other outcome would be
to allow them to “run with the money.”

6.
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Stop drilling for oil and gas. FORCE industry to adopt
renewable energy. FORCE Big Oil to take all the fossil fuel
eliminating inventions out of the huge safe they have them all
locked up in. REWARD (don’t murder) inventors who invent
ways to eliminate fossil fuel use.
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Make Big Oil pay back their profits by replacing all the zero
pollution light rail systems they destroyed to get us to use cars
and busses.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/crimes-of-big-oil.html
7.

End the Climate Crisis by focusing on every way to make
power EXCEPT gas and oil.
http://sadderdaytimes.com/climate-crisis.html

8.

Stop building nuclear power plants and using nuclear energy.
The risks are just too great.
• For Japan there were the two nuclear bombings. There was
the Fat Man bomb and the Little Boy bomb.
• There was the spent fuel storage cave in Russia where they
stored the 55 gallon drums too close together. The drums
started melting and leaking. We almost had a China
syndrome event.
A China syndrome event is where a super-heated plastic
mass of radioactive material melts down through the earth
until it reaches the water table. At this point there is a huge
steam explosion which spews radioactive debris in a huge
radius.
There is also a non-nuclear version of the China syndrome.
In places like Lake Tahoe, the crust of the earth below the
lake is very thin. Below the crust is a lake of molten lava.
If an earthquake lets the water through to the lava below, a
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horrific steam explosion event takes place killing everyone
for miles in every direction. Everything is like a nuclear
explosion except, of course, there is no radiation. Huge
boom, gigantic explosion, fireball and a mushroom cloud.
Another natural way that a huge boom, giant explosion,
fireball and mushroom cloud can be caused is if a comet
were to hit the Earth.
The unforeseen danger of an earthquake letting a lake drain
into lava or a comet hitting the earth is that stupid mankind
will MISTAKE the natural event for a nuclear attack and
respond with an actual nuclear attack using nuclear
weapons. Just think of it! A comet hits New York and the
world comes to an end when massive amounts of fallout
and a nuclear winter ends all life on Earth.
• Three Mile Island.
• Chernobyl which is in the Ukraine. As the Russians shell
the other nuclear plants in the Ukraine, we wonder if
they’re really going to set off several more Chernobyls.
• New York was almost destroyed by the Indian Point
nuclear power plant accident.
• Then there’s the Fukushima nuclear disaster.
In this photo we can see the breakwater that the huge tidal waves
went over with ease. The tidal waves stopped the generators that ran
the emergency cooling water pumps. With no cooling, the fuel rods
got so hot they melted and joined together starting a China
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Syndrome event. The power plant with its exploded buildings and
the enormous field of water tanks holding radioactive waste water.
See all the toxic radioactive water holding tanks?
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Guess what? The Japanese government is actually thinking about
getting rid of all the stored radioactive water by letting it drain into
the sea!
Radioactive seas! What a concept!
The cradle of life on Earth turned into a nuclear
world-wide radioactive garbage dump!
Say! I know! Let’s go surfing today. That way we
can leave the lights off at night because we’ll glow
in the dark!
•

Care for some radioactive Japanese Spirulina?

•

Care for some radioactive Japanese sushi?

•

Care for some fresh-caught radioactive Japanese
fish?

Fukushima is leaking melting fuel rods into the sea 24 hours a day.
The radiation has traveled through the sea all the way to California,
8,651 miles away.
We are not smart enough as a species to be
entrusted with nuclear power. It it just too
dangerous. One emergency, disaster and near
disaster after another proves this is true.
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Scientists are afraid that The Climate Disaster is about to wake a
Sleeping Giant known as methane. Methane once slept peacefully
uder frozen soil in the tactic. Now the permafrost is starting to melt
due to the Climate Disaster. Methane once slept peacefully at the
bottom of frozen ocean water. Now the ocean ice is starting to thaw.

GWP of Methane Versus CO2
From
https://www.newsweek.com/methane-vs-co2-compared-greenhousegas-climate-change-global-warming-potential-biden-1644977
we read
Global Warming Potential (GWP) measurement is a good method of
visualizing the dangers of greenhouse gasses.
The term GWP was invented to allow direct comparisons between
different gases implicated in global warming. It measures how much
energy one ton of a gas will absorb over a given period of time
compared to one ton of CO2.
If a gas has a higher GWP than CO2, it means it will warm the Earth
more over that period than CO2 would. Since CO2 is being used as
the reference, it has a GWP of one.

In a time-span of 100 years, methane has a GWP
of between 28 and 36, meaning it is significantly
more potent as a greenhouse gas than CO2.
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It gets worse.
The GWP of methane gets even higher over shorter periods of time
due to the gas’ shorter life span. Over a period of only 20 years,
methane has a GWP of between 84 and 87.
Methane can cause up to 87 times more Climate
Disaster than CO2 .

Another huge problem is that methane is very explosive.

See the people standing on the edge at the far side of the methane
explosion crater? Here’s a blow-up of that portion of the photo.
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When methane in permafrost thaws out, all it takes for this to happen
is a spark.

President Biden’s To Do List
This book started with a list. The list got longer and longer. The list
got so long, it became this book.
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Big Oil
Big Oil has made a huge fortune by selling fuels that have ruined our
planet. It is high time for Big Oil to start paying this fortune back.
• Burning Big Oil’s fossil fuels has destroyed the Earth’s ozone
layer allowing poisonous UV radiations to reach the ground
• Big Oil’s horrendous oil spills have killed billions of sea
creatures and swept huge expanses of ocean of all life. When a
toxic oil spill finally sinks to the bottom of the sea, the
descending mat of oil kills all life right down to the bottom of
the ocean.
• In order to extract more oil so US citizens can be charged huge
sums for using it, Big Oil has developed fracking. Fracking
destroys the water in the water table and poisons the Earth.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/crimes-of-big-oil.html

Clean Up All Chemical Dump Sites
The Earth is being poisoned by PFAS, DDT, RoundUp, and
aluminum, asbestos (as found in chemtrails and baby powder).
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Oceanographers found a HUGE dump of DDT barrels right off
Catalina Island.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/silent-spring.html
PFAS4 is shutting down human breeding ability. In a matter of
decades, humans will become extinct at the rate the world is going.
Just like DDT, PFAS, once ingested, is stored in living beings and
begins to accumulate. When enough has accumulated, sterility is the
result.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/pfas.html
The AltEn company is a menace and it, and other polluters like it
MUST be shut down.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/alten.html
For a VERY long time Big Oil has been perpetuating a horrible
myth. The myth is that plastic is not harmful because it can be
recycled. That’s a lie. Millions have been spent trying to sell this Big
Lie. Meanwhile, Big Oil has been making billions selling “fresh”
plastic made from gas and oil. Big Oil must be stopped.
https://sadderdaytimes.com/plastic-lie.html

4

Per FluoroAlkyl Substances and Poly FluoroAlkyl Substances.
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Big Corporations That Cheat
• Prevent all “off shoring.” No corporation are allowed to
operate businesses in the US unless their headquarters are in
the US. No more moving the corporation to another country to
avoid paying tax on US earnings.
Change the tax code so that it fits on one side of a business card.
Abolish the IRS and their monstrous tax code. There is nothing in
the Constitution about churches or “non-profits” avoiding paying
taxes. No more IRS. No more tax code. The entire tax code should
read like this.
IRS employees are all fired and forced to find jobs where they
HELP Americans instead of ruining their lives.
The dreaded IRS is hereby disbanded. THIS is the
new tax code: Every person, business, church,
non-profit and banking institution pays the 5% flat
tax. No exceptions. No write-offs. No deductions. If
you don’t pay your tax, you get deported
immediately.

• Remove all gag orders and censorship from news reporting.
Let Americans hear the truth again.
• The constituent’s messages should be read to the “leaders”
who respond to them live on local TV.
• End lobbying (bribery) immediately!
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• Only official congress employees allowed in their buildings.
• UN-DO all the damages caused by the criminal Louis DeJoy,
the disgraced US Postmaster. All postal equipment is to be
repaired and returned to service in its original locations.
Interfering with the US postal system is to be made a federal
felony crime.
• Congress people’s finances (including offshore accounts) are
constantly reviewed to be sure they’re not accepting bribes
(lobbying) and benefitting from insider trading investments.
• Congress people are employees of the American people. They
have a job to do. Their job is to serve We The People.
• All congress people must pass tough written tests on what the
Constitution says and what it means BEFORE they’re allowed
to vote and before they start receiving their pay.
• All congress people must pass tough written tests on what
each law they will vote on says and what the probable
outcome of passing each law will be BEFORE they are
allowed to vote on the law. PUT AN END to allowing
congress people to vote for laws, acts and measures
WITHOUT READING THEM AND KNOWING THE
PROBABLE OUTCOME. Perhaps if lobbying is stamped out,
congress people will stop running after bribery money and
have time to DO THEIR JOBS and read the bills they sign and
vote for.
• END the cushy and generous health care system congress
voted to give themselves. Government employees are to use
Medicare like the the rest of America.
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• ROLL BACK the generous pay raises congress has voted for
themselves despite the fact that they are doing a miserable job.
• When a congress person (or president) leaves office THEIR
PAY AND BENEFITS STOP just like every other American
who leaves a job.
• Put TERM LIMITS on all government jobs.
• REPEAL The Bayh–Dole Act or Patent and Trademark Law
Amendments Act that, for the first time, gave government
employees permission to own and patent discoveries made
while on the job being paid with tax payer’s dollars. The result
of this act was to create a greed and corruption stampede
among government workers already being paid with public
funds. Government employees paid with tax dollars may now
patent discoveries and turn right around a charge the
government a fee to use their discovery. It’s an OUTRAGE!
• REPEAL the Dodd-Frank Act which put an end to all
supervision of banks. This MUST be done to prevent another
The Greatest Depression Of 2008 where 150 million American
families were thrown out on the street because of banking
abuses. Banks MUST be prevented from moving American
families out of their homes and into tent cities in vacant lots
across the country.
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• The 1980
Securitized
Sub-Prime
MortgageBacked
PONZI
Scheme
forced 150
million American families out of their homes and into tents in
vacant lots and cardboard boxes under highway bridges all
across America.
FORCE
all banks
to pay
back the
families
the
$50,000 in
secret
slush fund
money the
feds paid
each bank
when they
threw an
American family out on the street. Banks are to pay the
$50,000 to each American family the banks forced out of their
homes.
Greedy banks did not provide mortgage modifications because
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they only wanted the secret $50,000 NOT to help struggling
Americans keep their homes.
At the height of this shameful bank scam, banks lied to
American homeowners saying they were working on a
modification while secretly moving quickly to foreclosure.
Banks who are found to have performed this horrible lie are to
pay a huge fine—the money to go to the Americans who were
lied to and forced out of their homes.
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